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Vevo Profile

Vevo PVCu Profile

Why it is the best on the market
Zero Air Leakage

Screw Retention

Strength

Patented co-extruded bubble
gaskets which out perform all
others in permeability - achieving
a zero air leakage result at
independent tests at BSI.

Hollow pockets allow for
the insertion of UPVC screw
retaining strips to achieve ‘screw
pull out forces’ to rival 1.2mm
steel.

The six chamber design achieves
strength without the need for
thermally inefficient steel inserts
in both window sashes and
window outer frames.

VevoChamfered
The chamfered option creates
a symmetrical, contemporary,
straight edged style.
Typically considered a more
modern look.

Pb

VevoSculptured

LEAD-FREE

The sculptured option gives a
more curvaceous, traditional,
decorative finish to your window.
A popular choice for period
properties.

Energy Efficient

Heat Conserving

Lead Free

The uniquely designed six
chamber energy plus system
is so efficient it can achieve
the energy ratings A+13 with
a double glazed unit and A+23
with a triple glazed unit, which
exceeds the new A++ standard.

A sign of how well insulated our
Vevo windows are is that so
little heat escapes, that it is not
uncommon to see condensation
on the OUTSIDE!

All Vevo Upvc products are
completely lead free.
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Windows: Design Options

Colour Finish Options
Not just available in standard white, our windows can be personalised to suit the style of your
home - as well as its colour scheme.

1. Stock Colours
The foiled colours are applied during the manufacturing process of the profile.
Outside

White
Outside

Inside

Cream

Chartwell Green on White

Irish Oak

Cream Woodgrain

Inside

Ebony on White

Handle Options
Your choice of handles complements your good taste in windows.
Golden Oak
Outside

Inside

Cream Woodgrain on White
Outside

Rosewood

Ebony

Inside

Rosewood on White

Outside

Inside

Golden Oak on White
Outside

Our range of handles combines security, practicality and aesthetics for a long, trouble free service life – with colours and finishes
to match or contrast with our uPVC products. Available in both straight and cranked styles.

White Woodgrain

White Straight

Gold

White Cranked

Chrome

Inside

Grey on White

Grey

2. Special Colour Options
If the stock colours aren’t quite what you want, special
order colours are available.

Satin Silver

Bright Bronze

The molecular cross bond process of Kolorbond means that the choice
of colour for your windows is truly yours. Available in all standard RAL
and BS colours. Colour can be applied to uPVC window frames, doors,
conservatories and fascias. Guaranteed to adhere to the plastic and is
extremely colour stable and resistant to UV. Vevo also offers a special
order foiling option. Ask our sales team for details.
The colours shown in this brochure give an indication only.
No guarantee can be given that they will exactly match the product

Black
Monkey Tail and Teardrop
handles now available.
For the authentic look or ultra
modern, we’ve got it covered.

Monkey Tail

Teardrop
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Design Options

Traditional leaded windows are an important
architectural feature of many houses and very
much part of the English Heritage.

Windows

While a lead design serves no practical purpose today leaded
windows can enhance a property of any age with character and
charm. A wide choice of leaded window designs are available to
closely match your existing windows. There are also two different
colours of lead; silver and antique which provides a more aged look.
Our leaded windows offer easier cleaning and maintenance as well as
the enhanced insulating qualities of modern uPVC windows.

Trusting us to use Vevo products to transform your home and lifestyle brings exciting
choices. Not least, the opportunity to choose from an almost limitless range of colours,
profiles, textures and styles for the look you want.

Georgian Bar

Decorative Glass

At Vevo we manufacture our
Georgian style double glazed sealed
units with an internal bar to give
the effect (at a distance) of separate
sealed units.

You don’t have to lose the
character of your property when
you update your windows.

This popular feature is always in demand as it
combines stylish traditional looks, with an easy to
clean, low maintenance finish.

With a wide range of choice of decorative
designs or even a bespoke design, your house
will retain it’s character whilst gaining all the
benefits of new windows.

Equal Sight Lines
A more traditional look is
achieved by designing your
windows with equal width frames
ensuring a balanced and equal
sight line across all glass units.
This applies both horizontally
and vertically.

Astragal Bar
Designed to replicate traditional
timber windows, the Vevo Georgian
astragal bar design goes one step
further than our Georgian window.

Unequal Sight Lines

As well as incorporating spacer bars between the
glass, bars are also raised from the glass to give the
window an authentic cottage style look, making
the astragal bar extremely popular, particularly
with owners of older-style properties.

Having opening sashes in certain
areas of the window creates an
unequal glass sight line between
the sash and the fixed light.

Astragal bar is available in a range of colours. The
standard size bar is 25mm and our new 50mm bar
looks stunning when used as a false transom or a
door mullion.

Windows: Design Options

Leaded Glass
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Not every PVCu window
system is the same
When you’re deciding which range of windows to
choose for your home, there are a number of factors
to consider:
• Will they look good?
• Will they be sympathetic to the overall building design?
• Will they exceed the most stringent energy efficiency targets
and help minimise ongoing heating bills?
• Will they provide the highest levels of safety and security?
• Are they available in a wide range of styles and colour
choices?
• Is there a range of matching doors, roofs and other products
available?
• Will the products be guaranteed?

Windows: Security

Windows

Safe & Secure

Keep the intruders out!
Your home should be a safe haven – that’s why all
our windows are designed, tested and certified to
meet the highest standards of security. We also
cyclic test our moving parts to make sure they won’t
wear out, however much you use them.
Child restrictors can be fitted to almost any Vevo window to give you
extra peace of mind that your little ones will be safe – please ask for
more information.

Enhanced Security
High security shootbolts top
and bottom.
The shootbolts are double
the thickness than most on
the market.

The Vevo range is different to other systems on the market – being
designed from scratch to take advantage of the very latest developments
in window engineering technology.

An end cam fitted close to
the shootbolt adds extra
security.

Combining high-tech design and engineering with the flexibility to
create an individual appearance for every home, the Vevo system pushes
the boundaries of possibility with a range that doesn’t even need to look
like PVCu. And with the patented double-action bubble gasket offering
a continuous seal, even in the corners, draughty windows are a thing of
the past.

Metal keeps for maximum
security.
The centre lock has robust
opposing claws that firmly
grip both ends of the keep
to resist attack.

PAS24:2012
This accreditation is part of the British
Standards system and shows that every
component used to make the product
has been subjected to a series of tests,
demonstrating enhanced security
performance for your peace of mind.

Secured by Design
A police-backed initiative, Secured by
Design status is awarded to products
designed with exceptional security
features as their main priority. Products
that hold this certiﬁcation are tested
to meet the requirements of the
Association of Chief Police Ofﬁcers’.
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Better for
the Environment

Setting new standards
The Vevo EnergyPlus range offers even
greater energy efﬁciency for your home.

Energy ratings explained

The uniquely designed six chamber energy plus system is so efficient it can achieve the energy
ratings A+13 with a double glazed unit and A+23 with a triple glazed unit, which exceeds the
new A++ standard.

One of the most effective ways you can save
energy within your home is through installing
energy efﬁcient doors and windows.
Whether double or triple glazed, Vevo windows
outperform most of the other leading windows in
the UK – mainly due to our innovative PVCu
multi-chambered proﬁle design.
The BFRC Energy Rating Scheme is the UK’s national system for
rating the energy efﬁciency of windows and is recognised within
the Building Regulations as a method of showing compliance for
your windows installation. The rating scale runs from A++ to E, and
indicates how well a product will:

The Vevo windows that we install can achieve
an ‘A++’ rating, better than most of our
competitors, which means you’ll be able to
enjoy a warmer and quieter home as well as
lower energy bills.

• Help you contain and conserve heat within your building
in the winter
• Keep out the elements
• Resist condensation on the inside
• Contribute to improved sound insulation.

Why pay to heat your home, then lose up to
20% through your windows and doors?
Before

Heat is being lost
through inefﬁcient
windows and
doors

Lead-free
The Vevo windows
we install are made
from 100% lead-free
PVCu – better for the
environment and better
for you and your family.
You no longer have
lead in your petrol or
paint, so why choose
to have windows
containing lead?

Pb
LEAD-FREE

Outside

Inside

After

Heat stays where
it’s meant to be –
inside your home

The cross section above shows how
the multi-chambered proﬁle prevents
the transfer of heat from the inside to
the outside.

Energy Efficiency

EnergyPlus

